
 

CD Analysis  

Carol Wallin-I have shuffled against Carol on many occasions and learned that there is nowhere 

safe onboard without having a double hide. Too often Carol has kitchened me and has forced me 

to play a different game against her. If her kitchen is working Carol will be difficult to beat. 

 

Linda Carey-Having shuffled with Lin as an opponent and as a partner, I definitely prefer the 

latter. I have seen Lin "thread the needle" and make shots I would not have attempted. She is 

modest about her abilities but quite capable as a competitor. 

 

Nicole Metivier-One of Nicole's strongest assets is her ability to clear the board without sticking. 

Don't let her pleasant personality fool you, she is a determined competitor who will defeat you 

while you are still wondering what happened. 

 

Marie Collette-Marie will show you a serious side on the court. Her ability to concentrate on the 

game and block out her surroundings is one of her attributes that has brought her to the level she 

has attained. Off the court she is extremely friendly. 

 

Denise Lamer-Though I have only shuffled against Denise once in a tournament it left a definite 

impression and I know whenever you shuffle against Denise you'd better be at the top of your 

game to have any chance of defeating her.  

 

Sharon Henderson-Though I do not know Sharon personally I am certain of her ability to be a 

strong competitor. The fact that she has qualified to play in the Reiny over so many other district 

amateurs commands respect from all of us. 

 

Nancy Foley-Having known Nancy for many years I have seen the transition from "park 

shuffler" to tournament shuffler and have witnessed Nancy defeating shufflers with more 

experience. Nancy never gives up and has come back from a sizable deficit to win a game. 

 

Thank You Pauline.  Stan 2016 03 15.  

 


